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Context
1
 Our setup (presented last year):
− Imaging system
− Uniform Isotropic BRDF
− HDR (for glossy BRDFs)
Inspired by [Matusik03] and [Marschner99]
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 The HDR process:
Exposure time 1




 The HDR process:
Exposure time 2




 The HDR process:




 The HDR process:
HDR merging
HDR image
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impact of the 
instrument on the 
measurement
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Lens Diffraction Effect
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Measured Ground truth Noise
 Wave behaviour:
the image of a point through finite aperture is not a point
=Perfect measurement
Convolution
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Common Solutions
3
What to do with     ?
1 → Do nothing













































What to do with     ?
1 → Do nothing
2 → Accept the blur
3 → Deconvolve
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Key Idea
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Input Image Output Mask
No diffraction
Diffraction
1) Find the PSF
2) Classify pixels
 = 
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The Point Spread Function
5
• Known cases of PSF functions:
→ Perfect disk (Airy pattern)
→ Polygons with straight edges
    [Shung-Wu83]




Good knowledge of the setup
[Rietdorf05]
( Precision       )
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The Point Spread Function
5
• Method: PSF from diaphragm fitting
• Our model:
→ Polygons with curved edges
Absence of noise
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The Point Spread Function
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• Method: PSF from diaphragm fitting
Absence of noise
Good knowledge of the setup
[Rietdorf05]
• Our model:
→ Polygons with curved edges
• Known cases of PSF functions:
→ Perfect disk (Airy pattern)
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General enough
Closed-form
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The Point Spread Function
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Hexagon with Straight edges Hexagon with Curved edges
Effect : Widen the star branches
Simulated PSF:
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The Point Spread Function
6
Fits to direct measurements!
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Key Idea
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Input Image Output Mask
No diffraction
Diffraction
1) Find the PSF
2) Classify pixels
 = 




− Unmodified pixel values →     Keep tracks on uncertainties
− Worst-case scenarios →     Metrologically characterized 
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« If a pixel is not modified during our simulated diffraction, it
was also not the case during the physical diffraction »
User controlled 
criterion
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− Unmodified pixel values →     Keep tracks on uncertainties
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Input Image                                 Output Mask
No diffraction
Diffraction
Is the pixel 
modified ?
Principle :
« If a pixel is not modified during our simulated diffraction, it
was also not the case during the physical diffraction »
Not always true




Measurement by a setup 
of response function :
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« virtual » setup of 
response function :
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Measurement by a 
« virtual » setup of 
response function :
Measurement by a setup 
of response function :
Equivalent
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− Unmodified pixel values
→     Keep tracks on uncertainties (    )
− Worst-case scenarios analysis
→     Metrologically characterized  (    ) 
Equivalent to the measurement by a virtual setup of 
response function very smaller than the PSF
























What to do with     ?
1 → Do nothing































What to do with     ?
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Conclusion & Future work
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• Reduced diffraction convolution kernel
• Improved HDR measurement
• User controlled parameters
• How to minimize the loss of pixel: trade-off study
• Better diaphragm model (edge roughness) [Durgin09]
• Full GPU implementation (few minutes for the PSF precomputation)
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Thank you for your attention
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Algorithm input parameters :
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Diaphragm repeatability
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Rotation → Caused by lack of repeatability in the diaphragm closure
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Supplemental
Trade-offs
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